JOB DESCRIPTION

Company: Lambert Vet Supply
814 K Street
Belleville, KS 66935

Position: Production Processor

Position Overview – Production Processor
This position is responsible for processing product by labeling, packaging, building or bagging, and head sealing. Solid communication skills are required. The ability to be organized, repeatedly lift 25 lbs, efficiently count and select proper product and labels for processing is a must. Other tasks may include operating a shrink wrap machine or heat sealing machine. Ability to act upon quick direction changes in processing product, working well with others and a great attitude is a plus!

Additionally, diligent communication between departments is needed. Moving, processing, and allocating product needs to be organized and overly communicated.

Essential Job Functions – Daily Tasks
- Correctly labeling product (UPC label, bagging, warning labels)
- Physically lifting 25 lbs (repeatedly)
- Correctly counting product (5 pks, 25 pks, 50 pks)
- Selecting proper product for corresponding labels
- Ability to take immediate direction changes (ever changing)

Other Necessary Skills
- Excellent Communication
- Organization
- Great Attitude